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TU REMAINING 

Adventure Record# 

This area of the Adventure Record is used to detail new 
rules items such as new magic items, spells, or feats.  It is 
also used to detail special effects the character might earn 

such as curses, influence, favors, access, or debts. 
 
Cross out anything that the PC did not receive: 
 

 Ailurophobia: Since that sweet little kitty grew six fanged mouths and went for 
your throat, you’ve found that being around feline creatures makes your stomach feel a 
bit… peculiar. Until 52 TUs have passed since your encounter with the pseudo-kitties, 
you suffer a –1 morale penalty to hit against feline or feline-like creatures. Wizards 
with feline familiars suffer no such feelings of dread around their companions, only 
other such creatures. 

 Gift of Mahoney the Ribbon Merchant: In grateful recognition of your playing 
the part of caravan guard the remainder of the trip to Montvale, Mahoney offers you a 
20% discount on decorating costs should you ever require a wedding reception.  
Normal costs are [2 * (PC Level) * (spouse level) * (Usual Lifestyle)].  Minimum spouse 
level is 1, and normal cost for 1 TU of Lifestyle must be used, even if the PC normally 
has their living expenses paid for. NOTE: This cost triples if the PC has a jealous 
cohort, curse, or other spouse.  

 Favor of Lady Illysha DeMontvale: You have saved Amerise DeMontvale, and 
have opted to let her follow her heart and leave with Ularien.  This PC may receive, 
during any adventure set wholly or in part in Westgate, assistance from Lady 
DeMontvale.  See the Metaorg Book 0 or contact the Keoland Metaorg PoC for details. 
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This Record Certifies that 
___________________________________________ 

Played by______________________________________
  Player   RPGA #

Has Completed 
Runaway Bride 

An Introductory Scenario 
Set in Keoland 

Event: _________
DM: ___________
 Signature 

This area is typically used to list items from the 
DMG (or other campaign sourcebooks) or from 
the area above that have been found in the 
scenario and are now available for purchase as a 
result of playing the scenario.  As an Introductory
Scenario, this event does not list any such items. 
 

You must have campaign documentation to 
purchase items not on the general availability list
in the LGCS.  Adventure Records are the most 
common form of campaign documentation for th
purpose. 
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